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Introduction

At the time of writing, the global 

cryptocurrency market features 3847 

projects according to CoinMarketCap 

and 9013 projects according to 

CoinCheckup. 

That’s a lot, especially considering that 

the top 25 cryptocurrencies represent 

approximately 94% of the total market 

capitalisation of all cryptocurrencies. 

So what’s up with the rest of them?  

Well, there are a lot of crypto’s with a low 

market cap due to several reasons.  

Unfortunately one of those reasons is 

that many people have either 

consciously or unconsciously invested 

into projects which overpromised and 

underdelivered, as well as into projects 

which were scams or jokes.  

These kinds of projects usually gain a lot 

of attention (and market cap)  in the 

beginning and lose most of their value 

after a while. 

Creating and selling a token a relatively easy 

task, while it isn’t so easy for anyone to 

understand how crypto works and how to 

identify the potential of a blockchain-based 

system in the real world. 

Launching a new blockchain requires a lot of 

technical skills, but launching a cryptocurrency 

token on top of an existing blockchain is actually 

quite easy.  

 

Since almost anyone can start  a cryptocurrency 

project, there are a lot of token sales  which 

makes it difficult distinguish the good projects 

from the bad ones for most investors. Due to a 

lack of transparency, honesty and objective 

information for investors. 

One Million Coin does not aim to solve all these 

problems on the crypto markets, but I do 

promise 100% transparency, honesty, and 

objective information regarding our OMC token: 

it’s just a basic smart contract.  

One Million Coin is a social crypto experiment 

and the main goal is just to create value and 

raise $1.000.000,- while offering investors and 

charity to profit from this project as well.

One Million Coin
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Market Analysis

Failures, scams and pranks. 
Since the creation of Bitcoin in January 2009 there have been a lot of new cryptocurrency 

projects, of which some turned out to be a success but even more have turned out to be a 

failure or worse. There are many examples of this, but here are a few huge cases:

Failure: Ethereum DAO (DAO) 
The Decentralized Autonomous Organisation (DAO) was supposed to be a great project, but it turned out to be one of the 
greatest failures in the history of cryptocurrency projects. The idea behind DAO was to create a decentralized software-
driven venture capital fund running on the Ethereum blockchain where investors could vote on which projects would 
receive funding from the DAO to enable further growth. 

This project was announced in April 2016 and raised over $150M,- in Ethereum tokens, but the rapidly developed 
codebase turned out to contain several vulnerabilities which were exploited in June 2016, allowing the hackers who 
exploited the vulnerabilities to steal approximately $50M,-. Later that year, DAO was unlisted from all major exchanges. 

Scam: Bitconnect (BCC) 
Bitconnect is without any doubt the greatest cryptocurrency Ponzi scheme we’ve seen so far. This high-yield investment 
program (HYIP) offered users to purchase Bitconnect (BCC) tokens and lend those tokens at an extremely high interest 
rate of up to 40% per month. 

Early adaptors of the Bitconnect platform were able to make some money, but eventually the platform closed down and 
the founders disappeared with approximately 3 billion dollars of investor funds. Shortly afterwards, the value of the 
Bitconnect token (BCC) lost almost all of it’s value, so even token holders who didn’t actually use the platform still lost a lot 
of money due to the Bitconnect exit scheme. 

Prank: Don’t buy Meme ($MEME) 
While this project is still alive at the time of writing, it’s definitively a case worth mentioning: following the exponential 
growth of Decentralized Finance (DeFi) projects, someone decided to create a fake advertisement on Twitter regarding a 
yield farming protocol called “MEME”. Someone then decided to actually create an ERC-20 token called “MEME”, listed the 
token on DeFi exchange UniSwap, and Airdropped all tokens to 250 members of a Telegram group.  

Despite a clear message saying “Don’t Buy Meme” people still decided to invest in this token, causing the MEME token to 
reach a price of more than $1600,- before decreasing almost 90% in value to it’s current price of about $180,-.
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Why Not: One Million Coin?

Introducing: One Million Coin (OMC) 

During the process of creating One Million Coin I’ve been thinking about the features and complexity required to make this 
project a success. But eventually I realised that sometimes less is more. So I’ve decided to stick with my original idea. 
Before I did so, I’ve asked myself a few questions which I’d like you to ask yourself as well: 

Ask yourself: how many ICO white papers have you been reading of which you though: it sounds cool, but also quite 
complex and I don’t really understand the essence of this technology? 

Ask yourself: how is it possible that so many people have been investing in previously mentioned projects, as well as in 
clearly useless projects with no value at all such as “Useless Ethereum Token”, “Shitcoin” and “PonzICO”. 

Ask yourself: is it really fair that some cryptocurrencies can create new tokens whenever needed, and is it really 
necessary for some cryptocurrencies tokens to have a total supply of (more than) 100 billion tokens? 

The questions on these answers made me think: if there are so many cryptocurrency investors buying into tokens which 
appear to be unreliable and useless, there is no reason at all to expect that One Million Coin can’t be a big success. 
Therefore I’ve changed the initial slogan I’ve thought of from “The Social Crypto Experiment” to “The Why Not Crypto”. 

These are the fundamentals for the One Million Coin (OMC) project: 
+ A simple token with a cool name, who wouldn’t want to have a cryptocurrency called “One Million Coin” ? 
+ A very low total supply of 1.000.000 tokens and a a low initial market cap of $1.000.000,- 
+ A user-friendly mobile wallet for OMC tokens as well as other cryptocurrencies. 

Furthermore investors will receive the following off-chain benefits: 
+ Karma boost: 10% of the funds raised during the token sale will be donated to charity. 
+ Reputation boost: per OMC token bought, investors receive a 10x10 pixel ad space on our website. 
+ Money boost: each investor will receive a lifetime subscription on our crypto cashback system.
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Off-chain benefits

Karma boost: 10% of the funds raised during the token sale will be donated to charity.  
 
In the end, the idea behind One Million Coin is that both the investors and the creator (myself) will accumulate wealth from 
the success of the project. If we all help a little bit, we can make the world a better place together. Therefore One Million 
Coin commits to donating 10% of the funds raised to charity. As investing in OMC tokens is only possible with other 
cryptocurrencies, the raised funds will be converted into euro’s (EUR) and 10% of the profit will be donated to charity. 

Investing in OMC tokens requires signing up for our token sale platform for which we’ll need your email address. After the 
initial token sale has ended, investors will receive an email offering the possibility to suggest a charity category or 
specific charity fund which a donation should be made to. One Million Coin will provide proof of the charity donations 
being made to all investors via email. 
 

Reputation boost: your personal space in the history of cryptocurrency. 

Inspired by the concept of the Million Dollar Homepage, a website which allowed people to buy a piece of internet history 
in the form of pixels on the homepage of a website, One Million Coin offers a personal space in the Millionaires Club for all 
investors. Once the initial token sale has completed, a pixel raster will be published on the One Million Coin website. For 
each OMC token bought, investors will be allocated 1 pixel within the raster. Investors can choose to either upload a 
custom image and link for their space within the OMC Millionaires Club, or to have the ad space refer to the Ethereum 
blockchain explorer where the distribution of OMC tokens to the investor wallet can be verified. 

Money boost: each investor will receive a lifetime subscription on our crypto cashback system. 

Part of the funds raised by the OMC token sale will be used for further development of a new system allowing anyone to 
automatically accumulate wealth in cryptocurrencies without actually investing: MoneyBack. The expectation is that this 
system will be launched in April 2021. This system will allow users to personally receive the commissions which are 
usually paid by online stores to marketing agencies, paid out in cryptocurrency. 

The MoneyBack system will be open for use for anyone who wants to, but It will require a subscription or token investment 
to receive the maximum (100%) commission rate cashback. However, One Million Coin (OMC) investors will receive a 
lifetime subscription on the MoneyBack system.
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Token details & distribution

Token details 
 
One Million Coin (OMC) is a custom ERC-20 token with a fixed supply of 1.000.000 tokens. The smart contract has been 
created in such a way that it is not possible to create (mint) extra tokens or to destroy (burn) existing tokens: the supply is 
and always will be one million (1.000.000) OMC tokens. 

Name: One Million Coin 
Symbol: OMC 
Supply: 1.000.000 OMC 
Initial exchange rate: 1 USD = 1 OMC 
Smart contract address: 0x66bd6ba586e00a0189cD06849589b2940cA6a19E 

Token distribution 
 
The total amount of available tokens is 1.000.000 and all of these OMC tokens have been generated upon the creation of 
the One Million Coin (OMC) smart contract. The team is not holding back any tokens for personal benefit, and there’s no 
such thing in place as a possibility to create (mint) more tokens or to burn any tokens. 

Tthere are 1.000.000 OMC tokens of which 900.000 OMC is being sold during the initial token sale at a introduction price 
of $1,- per OMC token. If all 900.000 tokens are not sold when the crowdsale ends, the remaining tokens will be equally 
shared among the investors. The remaining 100.000 tokens are kept as a reserve fund to ensure there are enough tokens 
available to provide a liquidity pool when listing One Million Coin (OMC) on (decentralised) crypto exchanges.  

Distribution of total token supply 
Total available tokens: 1.000.000

Sold and distributed after token sale

Reserved for exchange liquidity

https://etherscan.io/address/0x66bd6ba586e00a0189cD06849589b2940cA6a19E
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Crowdsale details

A fair and transparent process for selling 90% of all OMC tokens. 
 
Through our dedicated crowdsale platform it will be possible to invest in One Million Coin (OMC) in the period between 
January 3rd 2021 and January 31st 2021. One Million Coin did not organise any private pre-sale in order to provide seed 
investors an competitive edge against regular investors: the possibility to buy tokens start for everyone at the same time, 
and everyone is paying the same price of $1,- per OMC token. 

Countries, organisations and persons excluded from the token sale. 
 
Due to regulatory concerns, attending the OMC crowdsale is unfortunately not possible for everyone. Since One Million 
Coin does not accept fiat currencies such as EUR and USD, we don’t require a full KYC but we do require a declaration 
from each investor that the following does not apply to him or her: 

Excluded countries 
Citizens from the following countries are not allowed to take part in the OMC crowd sale: 
Afghanistan, Algeria, Bolivia, Canada, China, Cuba, Ecuador, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Singapore, Syria, Morocco, Namibia, 
Nepal, North Korea, Pakistan, Ukraine, the United States, Ethiopia, Guyana, Sudan, Vietnam and Yemen. 
 
Anti Money Laundering (AML) 
Persons or organisations are not allowed to purchase OMC tokens with the following funds: 
- Funds which were stolen or otherwise illegally acquired. 
- Funds which have been, may be or will be used for fraudulent activities and/or terrorism. 
- Funds which are being used to launder money. 

Requirements and limits for purchasing One Million Coin (OMC) 

In order to take part in the OMC crowdsale, the investor must register via ico.onemillioncoin.com. Once the investor has 
registered an account and verified it’s email address, OMC tokens can be purchased through the user-friendly investor 
portal. Within the portal the investor should also provide the Ethereum wallet address to which the OMC tokens should be 
sent to once the crowdsale has completed. 

Payments can be made with ETH, BTC, LTC, BNB, USDT and TRX with a minimum order quantity of 10 OMC tokens and a 
maximum order quantity of 25.000 OMC tokens.

http://ico.onemillioncoin.com
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Mobile app for Android and iOS

Introducing the One Million Coin wallet for Android & iOS 
 
We’ve developed a secure and user-friendly mobile application for Android and iOS which allows anyone to receive and 
send One Million Coin (OMC) as well as other cryptocurrencies. The purpose of this app is to make the process of storing 
cryptocurrencies such as OMC as easy as possible.  

Once an account has been registered and a 6-digit PIN-code and the optional Biometric Authentication has been set up, 
the home screen of the app will instantly show the user’s OMC balance including the value of the balance in USD. 

The first version of the One Million Coin app for Android & iOS supports the following cryptocurrencies: 
One Million Coin (OMC), Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Tether (USDT), EOS (EOS), Ethereum Classic (ETC),  
TrueUSD (TUSD), USD Coin (USDC) and Any ERC-20 token 

Based on feedback from the user community, support for more cryptocurrencies might be added to the app later on. 
The mobile app functions as a secure cryptocurrency wallet: this means that the private keys used to store the 
cryptocurrencies are saved locally on the device on which the app has been installed. This means that nobody else will 
be able to access the funds in the wallet, including the developers of the application. However this also means that you 
are personally responsible for making a wallet back-up just in case your phone is lost, broken or reset.
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Roadmap

What to expect from 
One Million Coin

Q3 2020 
Concept design 
Smart contract creation 
Website development

2020.
Preparation and creation of 
One Million Coin (OMC)

2021.
OMC crowdsale, exchange 
listing, MoneyBack launch, 
market development

2022.
Who knows? We’ll see 
about that at the end of 
2021.

2023.
Who knows? We’ll see 
about that at the end of 
2022.

Q4 2020 
Launch investor portal 
Launch mobile app 
Publish whitepaper

December 2020 
Prepare OMC crowdsale 
Start listing on ICO portals 
Etherscan integration

January 2021 
Start OMC crowdsale 
Prepare DEX listing

Q1 2021 
Distribution of OMC tokens 
Donations to charity funds 
Negotiate exchange listings

Q2 2021 
MoneyBack launch 
Improve the mobile app 
Research DeFi options

Q3/Q4 2021 
In-app crypto swapping 
Market expansion 
Roadmap development
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Summary

The Why Not Crypto 

Thank you for taking the time and effort to read this WhyPaper. Hopefully reading this document has convinced you that 
there’s no reason at all why One Million Coin (OMC) couldn’t or shouldn’t be the next cool thing in the world of crypto. 

One Million Coin stands for fairness, transparency, fun and luck. This digital currency and all it’s assets is a social 
experiment: is it possible for a cryptocurrency without any intrinsic value and/or unique blockchain specific capabilities 
to gain interest and increase in value due to the basic game of supply and demand?  

We’ll see. Either way, with an intiial $1.000.000,- USD market cap there’s no way around the fact One Million Coin (OMC) 
starts off as a low-cap digital asset with a huge upside. However, please keep in mind that there’s a risk involved when 
investing in cryptocurrencies: the risk might be rewarded with huge profits, but it might also result in huge losses. 
Therefore you should never invest more money into cryptocurrencies than you can afford to lose. 

Aside from the technical perspective, One Million Coin is committed to make this project a success so that everyone 
benefits: I (the founder) should make some money from the crowdsale, the investors should make some money when OMC 
is listed on decentralised- and regular cryptocurrency exchanges and gains value, and last but not least one or multiple 
charities will profit from a donation which we’ve all together together have made possible. 

I’ll do anything within my power to make this project a big success. While maintaining and developing the One Million Coin 
project, the upcoming MoneyBack project will allow anyone to accumulate wealth on autopilot by stacking up 
automatically earned cryptocurrencies and - so is the plan - staking those assets to earn interest. 

After hundreds or even thousands of launched cryptocurrencies with a lot of promises and a lot of complex technology, 
One Million Coin (OMC) might seem a bit simple. But in today’s world sometimes less = more, and that’s why a simple token 
such as OMC has the potential to become a successful digital asset in the world of cryptocurrency. 

Best regards, 

Davey Lodder 
Founder and CXO


